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I was assigned “boredom” as the tone 
for my project. I began to think about 
posture and body language and how 
it is affected by boredom and I kept 
imagining people leaning on stuff —I 
decided to make my wearable re-
spond to leaning.

While figuring out where to embed 

the LED I thought about how boredom 
affects people’s gazes. I felt that look-
ing down at one’s feet or the ground 
gives off a rather bored appearance.

My intial (and favourite) idea was 
to embed a force resisting sensor in 
the lower palm of a glove and that it 
would communicate wirelessly using 

two Lilypads and two Lilypad XBees to 
command a tri-color LED in my sock. I 
briefly considered embedding it in my 
shoe, but I wanted the LED to be more 
private so I chose to make it barely 
visible, with its light diffused by the 
sock. 

plan



Because I couldn’t manage to get 
the wireless circuit working, I had 
to settle for a wired circuit (for 
this prototype at least). I connect-
ed the FRS and the tri-colour to 
the same microcontroller.

click to see code for wired version

https://github.com/ConnorDanielCampbell/WEARABLE-COMPUTING/blob/master/boredom_wired/boredom_wired.ino


I sewed the tri-color LED to 
the inside of the sock and 
used conductive thread to 
allow access for allegator 
clip wires at the top of 
the sock. In this prototype, 
wires run under my clothes 
to reach the Lilypad.



:

I cut up an old glove and sewed a piece 
of cotton on the inside to make a pock-
et. The pocket was important because 
my hands sweat a lot, and I found that 
it would affect the FRS’s readings. It was 
also important that the FRS be placed 
low on the palm because that’s where 
I tend to lean.

I sewed the Lilypad to a piece of cot-
ton to keep it from touching my skin. I 
connected the Lilypad to the FRS sensor 
by soldering the thing, pliable red wire 
that came with our course kits. 



:

I used the sleeve of an old sweat-
er to make an armband to hold 
the Lilypad in place

The Lilypad rests about 6 inches 
up the arm from the sensor be-
cause it didn’t feel comfortable 
against on my wrist.

click to see code for wireless sensor

https://github.com/ConnorDanielCampbell/WEARABLE-COMPUTING/blob/master/sensing_on_the_body_A/sensing_on_the_body_A.ino


:

The sock LED changes from green to 
blue as you put weight on the glove’s 
FRS. 

My initial code made the tri-color LED 
change to various colours as the user 
puts more and more weight on the 
glove. During testing, however, the red 
LED stopped working. I had to settle for 
a simple transition from green to blue.

click to see code for wireless LED

https://github.com/ConnorDanielCampbell/WEARABLE-COMPUTING/blob/master/sensing_on_the_body_B_ino/sensing_on_the_body_B_ino.ino


figure 1 - circuit diagram for original idea

BILL OF MATERIALS - wireless

# PART PART NUMBER
1 Force Sensing Resistor (Square) SPEDE-000203
2 LilyPad XBee LILYP-398991
1 LilyPad Tri-Color LED LILYP-398467
2 Lilypad Arduino Board LILYP-398328
1 1k Ω Resistor  COM-08377
2 XBee 1mW Trace Antenna - Series 1 (802.15.4) PROXB-011215



# PART PART NUMBER
1 Force Sensing Resistor (Square) SPEDE-000203
1 LilyPad Tri-Color LED LILYP-398467
1 Lilypad Arduino Simple Board LILYP-398328
1 1k Ω Resistor  COM-08377
1 Lithium Ion Battery - 110mAh UBATT-008131

figure 2 - circuit diagram for wired prototype

BILL OF MATERIALS - wired


